Stakeholder Engagement is the key to
Realising the Benefits defined in the
Business Case
Heather van Wyk

An extract from Gartner’s ‘How to Avoid the 'Seven Deadly Sins' of a
Level 2 PMO’ published December 2016.
• The Fourth Deadly Sin: Failure to Make the "Business Case" (Not the Project
Charter) the Primary Document of Record
• The role and usefulness of the business case are concepts that never quite get fully
accepted, while at the same time they never get completely rejected. We've seen
50-plus-page business cases that took a year to prepare, and we know of one
example where a client paid a consulting firm $650,000 to prepare one. We also
know of organizations that take pride in not doing them. Given so many different
opinions about the value of the business case, why would we say the business case
is still vitally necessary? And more important, why would we say the business
case should replace the project charter in order to support better throughput and
better agreement that projects really are successful?
• The answer: There needs to be stakeholder consensus on what needs to be done,
how much is worth spending to get it done and how value can be measured at the
end.

There needs to be stakeholder consensus on what needs to be
done, how much is worth spending to get it done and how value
can be measured at the end
The importance
of Stakeholder
Engagement
must be
recognised from
the very
beginning …

…. where the
Business Analyst
engages with key
stakeholders to
compile a Business
Case which is

OWNED
by them!

Key to successful Benefits Realisation at the end is the quality of
the Business Case at the beginning
Quality of
*Business Case
Manage the business case as the control
document for delivering requirements
and benefits - and the tools for measuring them

+

Demonstrate the value of the business case
in maintaining the thread for the stated benefits
(and more) to be realised
Successful
*Benefits Realisation

The Business Case: ‘In its starkest form, a Business Case is no
more than an evaluation of costs and benefits to see if the ‘unique
product or service’ (the change) is worth it’.
Business Case
is …

…an
evaluation…

…of costs
and benefits

Product/Service
Worth iT

Key elements in a business case. These demand a high
standard of quality.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify the ‘unique product or service’
Key requirements of the solution (or the change)
Products (deliverables) of the solution
Who is accountable?
Authorisation – who has the budget for this?
Describe and categorise the benefits
Improvements and impacts (further detail identifying the
benefits) – what will change?
How will the benefits be REALISED – a high level plan
Put value to Costs
Put value to Benefits
Compile a Financial Model

How do we get from the problem to the solution?
A lack of standardized
contract governance
processes
Inefficient
Process
Inconsistent, lapsed,
invalid, untracked
contracts

A contract management
solution that consolidates the
company's contract
management processes and
needs across the various
divisions, addressing
capabilities related to storing,
organizing, creating and
approving company contracts

Key Requirements of the Solution (the ‘to be’ state)

Has all the
Requirements
Does not have
all the
Requirements
Automated Workflow Solution
with email notification?

Who is accountable for seeing this through?
Steering
Committee
To the Project:

To the
Business Partner:
• Business Change
Management
• Communication of
Decisions
• Realization of
Business Benefits

• Decision Making
Processes
• Conflict Resolution
• Delegation
• Risk and Issues
Management

• Promote Project
success
• Project funding and
charter
• Steering
• Go/No Go Decisions
• Approval of status,
Budget, Schedule,
Deliverables, Scope

Note: Who is ACCOUNTABLE ... not RESPONSIBLE
Project
Sponsor

Who is
ACCOUNTABLE?

Steering
Committee

• Chartering and Funding Project
• Overall Success of the Project
• Authorizing the Budget,
Schedule
and Deliverables
• Project Steering and Direction
• Issues Resolution

• Overall Success of the Project
• Decisions Made by Committee
• Change Management of the Process
Change into Business
• Communication of the Decisions and
Status to the Business
• Issues Resolution

Authorisations for Funding

Scope Changes
Procurement
Tender
Business Case

Accurately describe and categorise the benefits
“A benefit is a quantifiable and measurable
improvement resulting from an outcome which is
perceived as a positive by a stakeholder and which
will normally have a tangible value expressed in
monetary or resource terms”- OGC® Standards and
Supporting Documents

To realise the benefits we must reduce them to quantifiable and
measureable terms.
Products
Improvements
Impacts
BENEFIT

Risk
Avoidance

Increased
controls &
security of
information

Accurately describe
and categorise
the benefits

Create a
culture which
owns and
monitors
contracts by
building KPI’s
into individual
Performance
Contracts and
assigning
appropriate
weightings

A central contract
repository with archive
capability
A database of contract
templates
An automated system
catering for the
requirements of the
business units
A full audit trail of users
activities

Standardised Contract
Management
processes

Graphically depict the concept of change from ‘as is’ to ‘to be’.
Improvement
Areas
Increased controls
and security of
information
Early Contract
Milestone
Notifications
Introduction of
Standardised
Processes

Impacts
Identify Role-based owners and
appoint a role to manage this

Create a culture which owns and
monitors contracts by building
into Performance Contracts and
assigns appropriate weightings
Raise Maturity Levels of those
dealing with Contracts
Develop Insight into key triggers &
milestones within contracts
Improve Governance Processes

Products
A central contract
repository with
archive capability

A database of
contract templates
An automated
system catering for
the requirements of
the business units

Full audit trail of
user activities
Standardised
Contract
Management
Processes

Tools for Measuring
Impacts

Measurement Tools

Identify Role-based owners and
appoint a role to manage this
Create a culture which owns and
monitors contracts by building into
Performance Contracts and assigns
appropriate weightings

Develop Insight into key
triggers & milestones within
contracts

Raise Maturity Levels of those
dealing with Contracts
Improve Governance
Processes

Measures built into
‘Performance
Contracts’

Measure contract owner
reactions to triggers by
‘reporting on the solution’
workflow

‘Processes and training
material’ which map to the
project deliverables

Products
A central contract
repository with
archive capability

A database of
contract templates
An automated
system catering for
the requirements of
the business units

Full audit trail of
user activities
Standardised
Contract
Management
Processes

Trained Users

BRM (Benefits Realisation Management): Managing time
and resources
1. identify

6. realize

2. define

5. track

3. impact/

4.
measure

change

Benefits clip

7.
optimize

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Th3qshfYGKM

What will change? A typical maturity model.
Year 1
Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2018

Start of Project deliverables from “AS IS” to “TO BE”

2019

Propose KPI’s to measure Business Ownership and
change i.e. comfortable system usage

2020

Process Utilisation: as transitioned to the “To be” state.
Bbased on company maturity

2021

Process Review: Process enhancement/faster turn
around time

KEY FAILURES WHEN REALISING BENEFITS
• Organizations do not systematically evaluate
through time whether the benefits claimed
match benefits received.
• Without tracking benefits, there is no
organizational learning- resulting in the
same mistakes being repeated.

Benefits realisation
“Realising the benefits incorporates the
planning and management of the

transition
from old to new
ways of working and the achievement

of the outcomes, whilst ensuring that
the operational stability and
performance of the operations are
maintained.”
Credit::MSP Realising the benefits

“Successful benefits realisation
depends on the identification and
effective management of all the
business changes stemming from
the delivery of the project outputs.”
Credit: MSP Planning & Control

Putting value to Benefits
Type and source of
FINANCIAL benefit

Current Level

Expected improvement
value in Rand

Risk Avoidance
Increased controls and
security of information,
specifically around the
storage and safe keeping
of all contracts within the
business (i.e one central
repository)

Whilst we may have valid
contracts in place, however
location of these is a risk.

Conservatively
estimated
at $5 million

Should we not locate these
contacts, we might not be in a
position to properly defend
claims through contracts
concluded years ago
e.g. having to defend a
claim of $14 million

Putting value to Costs (be as thorough as possible)
Description
Hardware
Software
3rd Party Resource Costs
Total CAPEX Costs
OPEX Category
Internal Resource Costs
3rd party Resource Costs
Other
Travel & Accommodation
Office Accommodation
Training
Total OPEX Costs
Maintenance
Cost of Project
Project Risk Contingency
(10% of cost of Project)
TOTAL COST OF PROJECT

$ Value
$0
$ 6 300 00
$ 5 500 000
$ 12 000 000
Total
$ 11 000 000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$ 11 000 000
$ 2 800 000

$ Value
$0
$ 6 300 00
$ 2 800 000
$ 9 000 000
Year 1
$ 4 000 000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$ 4 000 000
$ 1 400 000

$ Value
$0
$0
$ 2 800 000
$ 2 800 000
Year 2
$ 7 000 00
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$ 7 000 000
$ 1 400 000

$ Value
$0
$0
$0
$0
Year 3
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$ 25 500 000

$ 14 400 000

$ 11 100 000

$0

$ 2 500 000

$ 1 500 000

$ 1 000 000

$ 29 000 000

$ 16 000 000

$ 13 000 000

Compiling a Financial Model
Total
Cash Outflows

32173

Net Income
Nett cash
movements

66750
34577

Discount factors

(NPV) Discounted
value
NET CASHFLOW
(DISCOUNTED
VALUES)

17394

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

15811

12237

1375

1375

1375

22250

22250

22250

(15811)

(12237)

20875

20875

20875

1.00

0.89

0.79

0.70

0.62

(15811)

(10868)

16465

14622

12986

1.00

How do Stakeholders OWN a Business Case throughout its
Lifecycle?

They occupy
defined
standard
ROLES

How do Stakeholders OWN a Business Case throughout its
Lifecycle?

The ROLES map to standard PROCESSES

The Roles and Processes
support the KPIs defined for
the Maturity Model

The Maturity Model
underpins the Benefits
Realisation Management

Example of a Maturity Level Baseline
LEVEL

DESCRIPTION

0

System in Place

1

20% use and current KPI in place

2

60% use and full Benefits Realisation
Management in place
80% use and demonstrated current
benefits
Full use and full Benefit Realisation

3
4

Current Status

Is this statement blasphemy?
Realizing benefits or creating value should be a PMs goal, not adhering to the
triple constraint.
The triple constraint does not determine project success, instead realizing
benefits is the key indicator of project success.
(This was posed in a presentation by the West Michigan Chapter of the PMI in 2014 - refer www.WMPMI.org)

Triple Constraint
Creating
Value
Quality
Scope

OR

==

Benefits
Realisation

Which is better?
• A project that runs on time and budget and meets it objectives but
does not compile a Benefits Realisation Plan.
OR
• A project that runs on time and budget and meets it objectives and
creates a plan for achieving the benefits stated in the business case?
OR
• A project that runs late and is over budget but overachieves on
cost savings that have a “change-for-life” impact?

The key to successful Benefits Realisation at the end is the quality
of the Business Case at the beginning.
• Now that the main elements of the Business Case have been
explained, it is appropriate to refer back to our initial statement.
• The more effort put into the Business Case to deliver a high degree
of accuracy and the greater the contribution by the key
stakeholders, the more effective the Realisation of Benefits will
be.
• It is important to know the break-even point between being too
detailed and being too superficial.

Key to successful Benefits Realisation at the end is the quality of
the Business Case at the beginning
Quality of
*Business Case
Manage the business case as the control
document for delivering requirements
and benefits - and the tools for measuring them

+

Demonstrate the value of the business case
in maintaining the thread for the stated benefits
(and more) to be realised
Successful
*Benefits Realisation

There needs to be stakeholder consensus on what needs to be
done, how much is worth spending to get it done and how value
can be measured at the end
The importance
of Stakeholder
Engagement
must be
recognised from
the very
beginning …

... where the
Business Analyst
engages with key
stakeholders to
compile a Business
Case which is

OWNED
by them!

